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Since Justin, Chris, Joey, Lance, and JC got together in 1995, NSYNC has climbed its way up the

charts and into the hearts of millions of fans. Their catchy five-part harmonies and driving dance

beats make for the perfect blend of pop and R&B. Simply put: They're the hottest band on the

planet. *NSIDE *NSYNC provides a colorful, up close and personal looks at the guys-getting you

closer to them than you ever imagined you would be.One hundred percent authorized by the band,

this book showcases glorious, full-color, never-seen-before photos of the guys in concert,

backstage, and on the road, plus tons of candid shots and comments from the guys themselves.

The large format, spectacular design, and poster-size photos make this the ultimate, must-have

book for every *NSYNC fan.
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This is, by far, the best book that i have ever read that is actually written by them! To me , they are

the best boy band out there and are totally different from the backstreet boys. Anyway, the book has

tons of great pictures of the entire group. Most of them are super cute too. If you are a fan of Lance,

JC, Joey or Chris you will absolutely love this book because there are an equal amount of pictures

of each member and not all pictures of Justin. There isn't a whole lot of information on the group

though, so if you are looking for a book on that, this really isn't the book for you. Although, if you

want tons of great color pictures, cool quotes from all of the guys, and behind the scenes pictures of



their awesome, must see, concerts, then this is a must have book to add to your collections. I am a

big "N Sync fan and i support them all the way. I think they are a great group of guys and they totally

deserve the loving support from all you 'N Sync fans out there. Stay 'N SYNC!

This book is geared toward those *Nsync fans who want nothing but pictures. It's page after page of

full-color poster-sized glossy pics of the *Nsync guys performing and hanging out backstage. Nside

*Nsync: The Ultimate Official Album is worth the money if you are a collector of *Nsync

merchandise. It also gives a brief run-down of the average day in the lives of Justin, Chris, Joey,

Lance, and JC. Included in the book are various quotes from each of the guys. A great book for the

real *Nsync collector!

This was a very good book! Each and every page is full with photos. This book is great because you

can't find these photos anywhere else and it shows the life of nsync on tour. It not only shows them,

but even the people who help them on tour. The best thing about the book is that it is offical and

there are no lies in the book. All the information is for real. The quotes from the guys are really

great! I love this book and I highly recommended. Stay *NSYNC!

Yes, I know this book is a little pricy but I think that it is worth every dime that I spent. Sure, there

isn't THAT much info on the guys themselves but there are a lot of quotes and tons and tons of pix!

The book itself is mini-poster size so all of the pictures are pretty big. Most are from concerts of the

tour last year and, let me tell you, these guys are adorable :o) I especially liked the last pic which

was of Lance, asleep. Anyway, I recommend this book for any *NSYNC fan!

Tons of photos! If you haven't yet gotten to an Nsync concert, you'll feel like you have with all the

pictures of the showl. And for those of you who have been lucky enough to see Nsync perform live,

this book will show you what goes on before a concert.

This book is a must-buy if you are an 'N Sync fan! Lots of close-up pictures, both on stage and

off-stage. Little text though, so it might not be for those who want to learn more about the group. JC

and Justin look absolutely dreamy in the book!

I recently got this book and I was just amazed at how many incredibly large and beautiful photos are

in it. I had a blast at their last concert down here and seeing the pictures felt like I was reliving the



experience. Also, like the first post in the series of comments, this book features ALL the guys, not

just Justin. This is truly a keepsake for all die hard nsync fans. Get it today! It's worth the $!

This is by far THE best ever that i have seen coming from the guys themselves, *N Sync. This book

brings with itself the real lifes of these VERY talented guys. You are going to be SO entertain with

its awesome pictures, that you won't even bother with the reading. You should read it, ofcourse,

because that is the reason why they made this book. They want to let people know who they are

and to also show the world that they are here to say. They are the best group ever. They don't have

their 15 minutes of fame and leave. These guys make a mark wherever they go. Chris, Justin, JC,

Joey, and Lance: Congratulations on your sellings and remember that GOD is on your side. I love

you guys snoopy8876.
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